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QuickPivot’s 
Data Visualization, Analysis,
Insight and Meaning
Marketers know that campaign results matter, and that you have to look deep 

into the data to really understand what is (and is not) working. Yet oftentimes 

reporting capabilities only allow marketers to scratch the surface, providing a 

handsome but shallow assessment of campaign performance. Impact is the 

reporting tool that goes deeper. It provides out-of-the-box reports and 

visualizations to answer the most common campaign performance questions, 

but it also allows marketers to dig into the more nuanced aspects of their own 

organization’s data. With drag-and-drop tools to assemble custom data-sets, 

write custom reports, and build KPI dashboards, Impact compels marketers to 

ask the tough questions, because the answers are just a few clicks away.

Overview
Impact is the integrated campaign reporting module of the QuickPivot SaaS 

marketing cloud. It enables marketers to:

• View and filter over 30 standard reports that aggregate

both summary and detailed campaign-level metrics

• View all baseline campaign metrics with easy-to-
understand summary visualizations

IMPACT
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• Build custom dashboards based on standard and customized data sets

• Publish, distribute or export your reports and raw data with just a few clicks

Displays charts showing weekly and monthly averages for 
emails sent, opens, clicks, click/open ratio, bounces 
and unsubscribes

Campaign Health, Performance and Time Series Visualizations
QuickPivot is a complete multi-channel marketing cloud suite that natively supports 

a variety of marketing communication channels through a single UX. However, as 

marketers, we understand the particular importance of email as a cost-effective and 

customer preferred-channel. Impact provides specific email data visualizations to 

monitor email campaign health, performance and activity by time series.

Email 
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Opens Over Time

Email Performance

Displays charts and line graphs of various key rates over 
time, as well as bar graphs of emails sent and top performing 
campaigns

Displays dynamic bubble charts showing opens by hour, week and month

Campaign Summary, Activity and Detail Reports
Impact provides powerful out-of-the-box reporting on campaign performance. In 

addition to over 30 standard reports, users can assemble custom data sets, and 

build custom dashboards that are unique to their business. Easy-to-use, drag-

and-drop tools make the customization of reports a snap, and users can even 

modify their report listing pages to organize the most commonly used reports and 

dashboards for easy access and sharing.
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QuickPivot. Marketing at customer speed.

About QuickPivot

QuickPivot delivers fast, powerful, easy-to-use software for smart and nimble marketers with
big ideas. The QuickPivot Cross-channel, Campaign Management (CCCM) platform combines big data 
analytics, discrete customer journey insights, visual and intuitive segmentation and simplified 
customer journey mapping in one unified SaaS offering. A winner of several industry innovation 
awards, the QuickPivot platform enables marketers to deliver coordinated customer experiences 
across all channels, measure results in real-time, and refine marketing programs to improve 
performance. As brands look for cost-effective ways to drive rapid campaign creation and execution, 
QuickPivot is emerging as the vendor of choice.That’s why clients like Shutterfly, HP, Allen Edmonds, 
the NHL and over 20 channel partners are turning to QuickPivot as their new marketing hub.
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